Istituto Comprensivo
“L. Spallanzani”

Comune di Scandiano

Kindergarten enrollment
2021/2022 school year
current opportunities in Scandiano

Istituto Comprensivo
“M.M.Boiardo”

26 classes in total
for children aged between
3 and 6

“You should know that chikldren,
although being naturally apt to it, do not
perfect the art of becoming friends with
other children or adults, by copying
models you find in handbooks. They grasp
and interpret real-life models by looking
at how good adults around them are at
being, working, discussing, thinking and
researching together.”
Loris Malaguzzi

Scuole
dell’Infanzia

City schools

G. Rodari
3 classes

Public and private kindergardens
currently available in Scandiano’s territory

State school

parrochial
private

I Gelsi
6 classes

San Giuseppe
6 classes

La Rocca
3 classes

S. Corradi
6 classes

V. Guidetti
2 classes

News in 2021/2022 school year
Children residing in Scandiano and born in 2018, who are thus suitable to
access kindergarten, are in total 186 against the 215 spots potentially
available in the public and private school system which means that

there’s room for everybody

News in 2021/2022 school year
The new school year provides for an organisational rearrangement of the school network, both public and
private, due both to a drop in demographic rates and to new and more balanced criterias of classes’
formation, aimed at guaranteeing higher quality standards to families.

Here are the main news:
1.The number of spots available in the four classes of the public school has
been decreased to a maximum of 20 children per class: Two classes in “I Gelsi” public
school, one class in “La Rocca” city school, one class in “G. Rodary” city school.

1.Introduction of a fee

for the newly enrolled in public schools who opted for the antimeridian
attendance (from 8.00 to 11.30) and set at € 30,00 per month, covering the expenses for the morning
snack.

1.The classes formation

criteria will take into consideration not only the score obtained, but the
necessity to have balanced classes not only from a numeric point of view, but an heterogeneous one as
well.

How and when to enroll
Enrollment in Public kindergartens are to be submitted online only using the EntraNext portal, which can be
found by:
1. going on the City council’s website www.comune.scandiano.re.it and following the path: - Entra in Comune - Servizi online - PagoPA - EntraNext - Accedi
2. or by typing “Portale al Cittadino Comune di Scandiano - EntraNext - Accedi” on any browser
Once you enter the EntraNext portal you will find the instructions necessary to correctly fill the online form.
Access ranking do not take into consideration the time of the request’s submission but the assigned score only.

From Monday 4th January until 25th January 2021
If you are interested in enrolling in any of Parrocchiali
school:

Paritarie Kindergarten please get in touch with each

1. Scuola dell’Infanzia “San Giuseppe” - via Pellegrini, 6 - Scandiano – tel. 0522/857913 www.scuolasangiuseppe.eu
2. Scuola dell’Infanzia “S.Corradi” - via Pagliani, 15 - Arceto - tel. 0522/989856 www.scuolacorradi.it
3. Scuola dell’Infanzia “V.Guidetti” - via Brugnoletta, 103 - Fellegara - tel. 0522/856388 www.scuolainfanziaguidetti.it

